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Welcome on board!

I'm really proud to open the first number of the newsletter of the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce exactly one year later the

recognition of our organization by the Italian Government.

It has been a difficult year with the pandemic that affected all

aspects of our daily lives and of course also the way to conduct and

support the business, but at the same time it has been an important

year for the Chamber that intensively worked to develop and

support the activities of the members further strengthening the

business relations among operators of the two countries.

The upcoming year will start with the extraordinary economic

measures of the European Recovery Programme and I believe it will

be a year full of opportunities for all our members.

In this regard the Chamber that I have the honour to represent will

continue the journey started in 2016 enforcing his action and also

using new communication tools like the "smart talks" with personalities

and industry representatives and like this Monthly Newsletter.

Enjoy the reading!

Sincerely,

Giuseppe Marino

Recovery and Resilience Plan. Green Deal and Digitalization

Giuseppe Marino,

President

Italian-Cypriot Chamber

of Commerce

The European Council on 10-11 December

approved 1.8 trillion Euro package to help revive

the economy after the Covid-19 pandemic and

agree on new, more ambitious CO2 emissions

reduction goals to fight climate change.

Enlightening is the declaration of the European

Council President Charles Michel: "Now we can

start with the implementation and build back our

economies. Our landmark recovery package will

drive forward our green & digital transitions.“

In July, the EU had already agreed in principle on

the €1.1tn budget for 2021-2027 that focuses on

digitalization and fighting climate change, and

the € 750 billion coronavirus stimulus fund for the

Member States.

The proposals for projects to be funded by the

European Recovery Programme have been

completed by the Cyprus Ministers and are

ready for the final review and approval.

At stake is € 1 billion of financial support for

projects that will have an important impact in

several sectors from energy supply to digitalization

to telecommunications to labour to the reform of

local authorities, just to consider the most

important areas.

The ‘Green Deal’ and Digitalization are the two

drivers for most of the projects under

consideration.

And among of them is important to mention

buildings energy efficient, transition from fossil fuels

to renewable energy, projects related to electric

car and truck charging/refueling stations, 5G and

IT Infrastructures.

The priority, in all of this, is to create resilience,

diversifying the economic supporting high-value

projects.

High Value projects in sectors where the

cooperation with the Italian Industry will have a

really important role in relation to whom the

Chamber already started with important initiatives.
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A message from the Ambassador of Cyprus in Italy 
H.E. Minas Hadjimichael

Dear Friends,

this has been a difficult year across the world, with a pandemic

that has physically affected millions and that has changed

every aspect of our daily lives. Especially for Italy, the toll of the

pandemic has been particularly profound and I hope that very

soon, this great country will be able to bounce back.

The pandemic has accelerated an on going global

economic downturn, with important sectors such as aviation

and the hospitality industry, suffering immense blows. For Italy

and Cyprus, for which tourism is a strategic economic sector,

this has been felt intensely. Across our economies, financially

viable businesses with no “underlying conditions”, if I’m allowed

to use some of the jargon of the few last months, have been

forced to shut down or are barely surviving, leading to

unemployment and further accentuating social problems.

Predictions for 2021, forecast a bleak outlook, yet amidst

these conditions we need to remain focused on cross-border

collaboration, trade and investments. Economic recovery is

always collective, always a shared project.
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Italy and Cyprus are business partners since antiquity, through to the Venetian period

and firmly embedded within the Single Market and the Eurozone. We are natural business

partners.

I must admit that I am heartened to see an on going growth and diversification of

business partnerships between Italy and Cyprus, leaving behind us the old simplistic business

model of Italy exports – Cyprus imports. We now see partnerships in a wide-ranging array of

activities, from construction to shipping, from Energy to the Health industry.

At the same time, new developments and fresh funding opportunities, such the

European Green Deal and the EU Recovery Fund, provide new prospects of cooperation.

It would be fair to say that the Camera di Commercio Italo-Cipriota, with the able and

committed leadership of its President, Mr. Giuseppe Marino, has led to a qualitative leap in the

business relations between our countries and the expansion of collaborative projects into new

areas of cooperation. It is indeed noteworthy that despite the restrictions and the obstacles

that the pandemic has inflicted on the way business is conducted, the Camera di Commercio

adjusted quickly and efficiently to the “new normality” and has continued unabated bringing

together our business communities.

It is also important to acknowledge the important expertise amassed in the Advisory

Board of the Camera di Commercio Italo-Cipriota, with leading figures in their respective

industries.

The Government of the Republic of Cyprus remains committed to the further

strengthening of the business partnership between Cyprus and Italy, evident inter alia by the

frequent presence and contribution of Ministers at events organized by the Camera di

Commercio.

I look forward to more collaborative projects and to more success stories!
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A message from the Ambassador of Italy in Cyprus 
H.E. Andrea Cavallari

It is with particular pleasure that I accept the invitation of

President Marino to extend a greeting to the readers of the

Newsletter of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce.

In this first period of activity, the Chamber has shown

exceptional vitality by promoting various initiatives of great

interest to Italian and Cypriot companies.

With this new initiative, the Chamber is equipping itself with

an additional communication tool that will allow it to reach

an even wider audience.

I am sure that the Newsletter will prove to be of great use not

only to highlight the different activities of the Chamber but

also to broaden mutual knowledge and promote contacts

between Italian and Cypriot companies.

An action that the Italian Embassy in Cyprus has been

supporting for some time and that will find further boost in

collaboration with the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce.

I take this opportunity to express my sincere wishes for a Merry

Christmas and a Happy New Year to all the members of the

Chamber and to the readers of your Newsletter.
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First official visit to the Ambassador 

H.E. Minas Hadjimichael

First official visit to the Ambassador 

H.E. Andrea Cavallari
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A Greeting Article by Marios Tsiakkis, General Secretary 
of Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

On behalf of the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce

and Industry and the Cyprus Italian Business

Association I would like to welcome the readers

to the first newsletter of the Italian Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce and congratulate our

partners at the Chamber for this initiative that will

further assist our joint efforts in promoting the

business relations between Cyprus and Italy.

The Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry

is the leading business organization in Cyprus with

a membership exceeding 8.000 companies

representing more than 95% of the business

activity of the island. One of our main activities is

the work carried out in the name of Economic

Diplomacy under which 40 bilateral business

association work tirelessly to promote trade,

investments and prosperity between the

respective countries. The Cyprus-Italian Business

Association is no exception, and together with

the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce Industry we

welcome and support the initiative of our Italian

colleagues to empower the bilateral business

relations between our countries.

Through the coming months we will take joint

actions to bring our business communities even

closer to achieve our common goals for

increased business, trade and investment

opportunities.

The economic and business relations between

the Republic of Cyprus and Italy have a very long

and successful history dating back decades

creating an excellent platform for business

cooperation confirmed by the numerous bilateral

agreements and the presence of large Italian

multinationals in Cyprus especially in the field of

energy.

It is worth mentioning that Italy is one of the

biggest trade partner of Cyprus with imports over

800mln euros in 2019 and exports over 30mln.

Since the inauguration of the Cyprus – Italy

Business Association in 2002 an increasing number

of bilateral business events are organized yearly

between the two countries, exemplifying once

again the importance placed by both countries

on the economic relations.

The two Chambers have organized numerous

events in Italy and in Cyprus, most notable the

first joint business delegation organized by the

Cyprus Italian Business Association and the

Cyprus Italy Business Association back in 2018 to

Rome and Milan.
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In 2021 our targets should be to further improve

and expand the collaboration areas between our

countries in areas such as Education,

participation in tender programs, in EU funded

projects, investments in infrastructure,

pharmaceutical and of course energy. Last but

not least, Cyprus and Italy are intending to

combine their efforts towards achieving the EU

Green Deal goal by 2050.

Even in this difficult COVID-19 era our legacy

continues to live on the digital level, through

online seminars that gather business people from

Cyprus and Italy, including other countries as well

that celebrate the bilateral cooperation between

the two countries. We are determined to take

advantage of the situation and the opportunities

that arise in the aftermath of the pandemic.

Concluding, I would like to reiterate our sincere

thanks and appreciation to Giuseppe Marino and

our colleagues at the Italian Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce for their professionalism and efforts

into making this newsletter possible.

We welcome any initiatives in strengthening the

relations not only on the business level but of

course and on diplomatic level. Cyprus and Italy

share same culture and same business model,

both our shores are washed by the

Mediterranean Sea and both our people enjoy a

good cup of coffee and a remarkable glass of

wine.

The Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry

is at your disposal for business inquiries, networks

and contacts in Cyprus.
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3rd Cypriot Italian Business Forum 

Focus on “Recovery Plan and Opportunities for Italian 
Companies in Cyprus”

It was held on 15th December the 3rd

Cypriot Italian Business Forum, focused on

“Recovery Plan and Opportunities for Italian

Companies in Cyprus”.

The event organised by the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce in collaboration

with the Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and

Industry (KEBE), under the auspices of the

Embassy of Italy in Cyprus and the Embassy

of Cyprus in Italy.

After the opening remarks of the President of

the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

Giuseppe Marino, the institutional greetings

came from Marios Tsiakkis, Secretary

General of Cyprus Chamber of Commerce

and Industry, Domenico Mauriello, Head of

New Projects & Internationalization of

Unioncamere and Marco Maceroni,

Manager Directorate General Division VII

Ministry of Economic Development Italy.

After them the Ambassador of Cyprus H.E.

Minas Hadjimichael and the Ambassador of

Italy H.E. Andrea Cavallari, both also

Honorary Presidents of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce, underlined the

important role played by the Chamber in

supporting business on the Italian-Cypriot

axis with concrete actions.

Particularly relevant has been the address

speech of H.E. Natasa Pilides, Minister of

Energy, Commerce and Industry of Cyprus

who, after shown updated data about the

commercial exchanges between Italy and

Cyprus, represented the significant

opportunities with particular reference to

the renewable energy sector, the

hydrocarbons sector and the forthcoming

liberalization of the electricity market.

The forum works – moderated by the Vice

President Federico Franchina – has been a

great occasion to discuss about future

possible developments in different areas,

such as energy, with particular reference to

energy transition, green hydrogen, circular

economy and waste management.
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Also it has been shown a possible scenario

of investments in infrastructures,

technology and digitalization. These all

areas will be touched by the European

Recovery and Resilience Plan with

significant funding.

The very noteworthy panel of speakers, as

concerns the topic of Recovery Fund and

Opportunities for Italian Companies in

Cyprus, saw the succession of the

speeches made by Luca Dal Fabbro,

founder and partner of Circular Value

Fund, Andreas Pentaliotis, Head of

Operations and Projects Manager of DEFA,

Natural Gas Public Company, Giovanni

Dolcetta, Head of Commercial & Business

Development of Gruppo ICM, Mario

Franchin, Senior Vice President

Commercial Global Solution of SNAM SpA,

Chrysis Phiniotis, Senior Director of

Technology & Informatics of CYTA, and

Ioannis Tirkides, Economic Research

Manager of Bank of Cyprus.

Costas Katsaros, Vice President of the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

took care of the closing remarks stressing

out how the large number of participants

underlines the great interest among Italian

and Cypriot business players on possible

investments and developments, and their

willingness to cooperate together for the

new year’s opportunities wishing also the

best wishes from the Chamber for the

upcoming Christmas.
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Renewable Energies and Electricity Market. Important 
developments in Cyprus

Cyprus plans to increase the share of renewable

energy sources from 13.9% to 22.9% in the

period 2021-2030, according to the European

Commission’s assessment of the country’s final

National Energy and Climate Plan (NECP).

We reiterated Cyprus’ commitment meeting its ‘Green 
Targets’ within the EU. Cyprus is ready to play its part in 

adopting policies geared at creating a green economy
Minister of Energy Natasa Pilides.

The Electricity Market and Balancing Market

Cyprus is creating an electricity market and a

“balancing market”, in which organisations will

be able to generate power for themselves and

then sell excess.

The balancing market will be a secondary

market for power that is not sold. Suppose a

village outside Limassol chooses to generate its

own power from renewables for its inhabitants. If

that village generates more power than it can

use, it can earn revenue by selling the power on

the electricity market. What the village sells can

be used elsewhere on the island where it is

needed.

Andrea De Rosa, Italian-Cypriot Chamber of
Commerce Delegate for Energy, is an expert in

this type of market and explains that: “all

products can be stored, accumulated,

deposited. All except one: electricity.

Electricity cannot stand still and it cannot be

stored (if not negligibly). As soon as it is produced,

it must be instantly consumed. Therefore, if there

is one thing that distinguishes the electricity

market and makes it unique, that is dispatching,

i.e. the instant-by-instant management of the

energy flows that pass through the transmission

grid, aimed at ensuring a continuous balance

between demand and supply, between the

quantity fed into the network and the quantity

withdrawn from it.
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The European electricity system is divided into the Day-
Ahead Market (MGP), the Intraday Markets (MI) and 
the Balancing Market.
Andrea De Rosa, Delegate for Energy of the Italian-
Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

In the MGP, the different operators plan the

quantity they plan to produce and consume

the next day. After defining the sales and

purchase programs in the MGP, the production

and consumption units can modify them in the

following 7 intra-day markets (MI).

So what happens if the quantity programmed in

the MGP differs from what will actually be

consumed or produced the next day? How to

balance the market if, for example, the next

day at 12:00, perhaps for an unexpected heat

wave, all offices simultaneously decide to turn

on the air conditioning, ending up consuming

more electricity than they had been

programmed in the MGP? And what if, due to

cloud cover and sudden rain, all the

photovoltaic systems in a given area are

producing less electricity than they had

planned in the MGP? Hence the need

for continuous balancing.

The reference market in Europe is certainly the

German one; in this market, renewable energy

producers and traders can adjust

their production and consumption schedules

every 15 minutes and, practically, up to the

moment of physical delivery. Intuitively, the

forecast error depends on the timing of the

forecast itself: it is easier to plan what I will

produce and consume in 15 minutes rather

than in 24 hours.”

Cyprus, like all EU member states, is bound to

achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. The

development of renewables energies and in

particular the solar energy is crucial to achieve

this goal. EU is promoting funds for this sector

and the Cypriot government, other than

preparing several strategic plans, is adapting

the legal framework so to include the balancing

market.

For all of these reasons, investing today in

renewable energy market is undoubtedly a

great opportunity in Cyprus, because of the

great interest that the country has in diversifying

its current sources of supply. For the first time,

Cyprus is initiating a robust policy to support

alternative sources, in line with what has been

undertaken by other countries in the past years.
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Towards Energy Transition. Net Zero Carbon and Green Hydrogen

The fight against climate change and

energy transition towards an increasingly

decarbonized economy is the main

challenge the world is facing today. The

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions,

energy efficiency and the search for low-

impact solutions are key elements for a

sustainable economy.

The extraordinary investment of Recovery

and Resilience Plan to stimulate the

European economy can also be a great

opportunity to re-launch the Green Deal.

In fact, Ursula Von der Leyen announced

that 37% of the funds will be allocated to

green policies and that 30% of the fund

will be financed through "green bonds",

i.e. bonds for projects that are addressed

to environment protection.

The Recovery Plan will play nowadays a

pivotal role towards energy transition, in

which natural gas plays a fundamental

role.

The expansion of business is heading

towards the evolution in energy sectors

and in recent years the research towards

sustainability and renewable energies,

such as solar, green gases, bio-

methane and hydrogen, which can be

transported and stored in ever-increasing

quantities even in existing infrastructures,

has made impressive progresses.

Green Hydrogen Catapult

Green ammonia, a derivative of green

hydrogen, is also being tested to displace

fossil fuels in thermal power generation,

greatly decreasing the emissions intensity

of existing energy infrastructure.

On 8th December 2020 seven companies,

ACWA Power, CWP Renewables, Envision,

Iberdrola, Ørsted, Yara and our associate

SNAM, signed a global coalition named

"Green Hydrogen Catapult" to increase

the development of Green Hydrogen by

fifty times in the next six years.

Recent analysis suggests a US$2-per-

kilogram price represents a potential

tipping point that will make green

hydrogen the energy source of across

multiple sectors - including steel and

fertilizer production, power generation,

and long-range shipping - where ample

near-term demand exists in Europe and

elsewhere.
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Cyprus Determined to Go Ahead and Implement Energy Policies

Cyprus President Nicos Anastasiades

confirmed the determination to go ahead

with the implementation of the energy

policy despite the Turkish provocations.

In the opening speech of the 8th Energy

Symposium on 15th December he said that

he is continuously in touch with all oil & gas

companies licensed to operate within its

Economic Exclusive Zone (EEZ) who have

assured their commitment mentioning also

that in this context ExxonMobil, Qatar

Petroleum, Total and Eni are planning their

drills for the second half of 2021.

The President outlined the Republic of

Cyprus’ energy strategy, which is based on

a comprehensive strategic planning aiming

to develop Cyprus’ local energy market, to

lift the island country’s energy isolation and

to exploit the hydrocarbon reserves with its

EEZ.

Cyprus’ President assured of “our

determination, despite any provocations,

threats and illegal activities by Turkey, to go

ahead as a sovereign and independent

state with the uninterrupted implementation

of our energy policy, on the basis of specific

and targeted strategic plans we adopt.”

At the same time, President Anastasiades

reiterated that “Turkey is not excluded from

the wider network of energy synergies which

have been developed in the region, which

promote the region’s security, stability and

prosperity.”

Referring to the effort to end the energy

isolation of Cyprus, President Anastasiades

spoke of the three important projects which

are being promoted as common interest

project by the EU.

EuroAsia Interconnector, connecting Israel,

Cyprus and Greece through a subsea

electricity cable; EastMed, the natural gas

pipeline which seeks to transport natural gas

to continental Europe from the Eastern

Mediterranean for the construction of which

Cyprus has signed an agreement with

Greece and Israel and is at a final studies

stage; Cynergy LNG Terminal, the

infrastructure for the reception of liquefied

natural gas in Cyprus for electricity

production.

He also said that Cyprus fully supports the

EuroAfrica Interconnector which will connect

Cyprus with Egypt and Greece mentioning

the importance of the official establishment

of the regional intergovernmental

organisation “East Mediterranean Gas

Forum”, last September.

President Anastasiades recalled that Cyprus

is one of the founding members of the Forum

with Egypt, Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan and

Palestine, adding that its goal is to create a

sustainable natural gas market in the Eastern

Mediterranean garnering the full support of

both the EU and the USA in all the matters

which have to do with the technical and

commercial cooperation between countries

who either import, export or even just

transport natural gas.

Nicos Anastasiades

President of the Republic of Cyprus
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Important Cooperation Agreement with Frederick University

On 22 December 2020 the President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce Giuseppe Marino and the Director of Administration and Finance of the

Frederick University of Cyprus Christoforos Charalambous signed a Memorandum of

Understanding aimed at strengthening the collaboration between the two entities in

the field university training and scientific research with particular reference to the

Energy and Shipping sectors.

During an on-line ceremony attended also by Federico Franchina, Vice President of

the Italo-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, Carol Bailey, Research Coordinator

Department of Maritime Transport & Commerce, and Angelos Menalaou, Head of

Department of Maritime Studies of Frederick University, the importance of the Energy

and Shipping sectors with reference to the cooperation between Italy and Cyprus

was guidelines relating to the activities that will be jointly carried out during 2021.

Frederick University is a private university founded in 2007 but boasts an organization

that has a history of over 50 years in higher education and is primarily focused on

research, operating on two campuses located in Nicosia and Limassol.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, recognized at government level and

registered in the Register of Foreign Italian Chambers held by UNIONCAMERE, aims to

contribute to the development of economic, commercial, technical, legal, scientific

and cultural cooperation between Italy and Cyprus, as well as between the

operators of the aforementioned countries and to foster the creation of a climate of

trust and effective collaboration between the Italian and Cypriot institutions and

entrepreneurs.
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1st Cypriot-Italian Health Industry Web Forum
Innovation, Economics and Management in the Health Industry Models of 

Excellence and International Cooperation

It was held on 25th June 2020 the 1st Cypriot-

Italian Health Industry Web Forum, organized by

the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, with

the participation of representatives of institutions,

as well as some of the most important companies

and associations in the field, universities and

institutions of both Countries.

The aim of the Round Table was to create the first

institutional meeting opportunity between

institutions and companies operating in the

various health articulations on the Italian-Cypriot

axis with the intent of promoting and

strengthening relations between the two

Countries in this specific industry.

The event, organized in collaboration with the

Cyprus Employers & Industrialists Federation (OEB)

and with the University of Nicosia, under the

auspices of the Embassy of Italy in Cyprus and of

the Embassy of Cyprus in Italy, witnessed the

important institutional participation of His

Excellency Kyriakos Kokkinos, Cyprus Deputy

Minister of Research, Innovation and Digital

Policy, and of the Ambassador of Italy in

Cyprus, His Excellency Andrea Cavallari, of the

Ambassador of the Republic of Cyprus in Italy, His

Excellency Minas Hadjimichael, both also

Honorary Presidents of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce.

The works, moderated by Federico Franchina,

Vice President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce, after the introduction greetings

from Giuseppe Marino, President of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, from George

Petrou, President of Cyprus Employers &

Industrialists Federation, and from the

representatives of the institutions present at the

forum, continued with an interesting Round Table,

which developed following two main

topics: health innovation and management.

The very noteworthy panel of speakers, as

concerns the topic of Health Innovation, saw the

succession of the speeches made by Christakis

Hadjiloucas from Cyprus Health Insurance

Organization (HIO), Christakis Sergides from

Cyprus Pharmaceutical and Chemical Industries

Association (PHARCHEM), Michele Uda from

Assogenerici – Italian Generic and Biosimilar

Drugs Industries Association (Associazione Italiana

Industrie Farmaci Generici e Biosimilari), Xanthos

Lyssiotis from Cyprus Association of Importers of

Medical and Scientific Instruments (SAIEEK),
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Fabio Santambrogio from the associate

company Fujifilm Italy SpA, which has however

recently defined a significant distribution

agreement in Cyprus, and Carmen Lipari from

Istituto Clinico Polispecialistico Cure

Ortopediche Traumatologiche (Private

Hospital), other associate company that looks

with particular interest to the Cypriot new health

reality.

As regards the second topic of the Round

Table, focused on Health Economics and

Management, there were the speeches given

by Neophytos Karamanos from University of

Nicosia, Paolo Pozzilli from University Campus

Biomedico of Rome, Michela

Stancheris for Marco Ferlazzo from Italian

Association of Private Hospitals (Associazione

Italiana Ospedalità Privata – AIOP), Markos

Christoduolides from Cyprus Association of

Private Hospitals (PASIN), Iacovos

Ghalanos from KPMG Cyprus, Elizabeth

Johnson from European University of

Nicosia, Daniela Baglieri from University of

Messina and Pierluigi Petrone from Assoram –

National Association of Logistic and

Commercial Operators of Primary

Pharmaceutical Distribution (Associazione

Nazionale degli Operatori Logistici e

Commerciali della Distribuzione Farmaceutica

Primaria).

The interventions of these qualified speakers

provided for an overview of the activities of the

respective belonging realities dwelling on the

great opportunities that the health sector offers

to companies on the Italian-Cypriot axis also in

terms of cooperation between the two

Countries.

Particularly, on one hand, speakers from Italian

universities (University Campus Biomedico of

Rome and University of Messina) and from

Italian health organizations and companies
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Assogenerici, Italian Association of Private

Hospitals, Istituto Clinico Polispecialistico Cure

Ortopediche Traumatologiche, Fujifilm Italy

SpA,Assoram) highlighted Italian strengths in this

field and the potential of international

cooperation with Cyprus.

On the other hand, speakers from Cypriot

universities and local health associations

(University of Nicosia, European University Nicosia,

Cyprus Health Insurance Organization,

PHARCHEM, SAIEEK, PASIN, etc.) greatly

contributed to the discussion presenting the
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Cypriot reality in order to implement partnership

and mutual collaboration between the two

Countries.

The completion of the works was entrusted

to Costas Katsaros, Vice President of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce and Founder

Partner of Emilianides Katsaros Law Firm, who

confirmed the great opportunities and prospects

offered by the health industry on the Italian-

Cypriot axis at this particular moment in history,

focusing on the important role of the Chamber

also in terms of local support.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce has 

recently published a Report on Health Sector that is 

now available to members and partners.

Smart Talk with Shipping Deputy Minister on 12th January 2021

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce the organization of a “Smart

Talk” with H.E. Vassilios Demetriades, Shipping Deputy Minister of the Republic of Cyprus, focused

on the tender for the establishment of a maritime link between Cyprus and Greece, which has

the submission deadline on 29th January 2021.

The event will be held online on 12th January 2021 at 14:30 ITA / 15:30 CY, and aims to introduce

the tender to the Italian Shipping community, with the authoritative presence of the Shipping

Deputy Minister.

For information and registration send an email to: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
mailto:segreteria@camcomitacipro.it
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The Week of the Italian Cuisine in the World – Cyprus

The “Week of Italian Cuisine in the World” is

the annual review that celebrates the

heritage of Italian Cuisine, promoting its

excellence through the network of our

diplomacy, reaching 124 countries through

Embassies, Consulates, Cultural Institutes, ICE

and Chambers of Commerce.

The 2020 edition restarts from the roots of our

tradition, according to the following

guidelines:

• enhancement of the food and wine

traditions of the Italian regions and

territories;

• enhancement of the Mediterranean diet;

• protection and enhancement of

protected and controlled denomination

products;

• promotion of Italian wines on

international markets.
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The week of Italian Cuisine has been

celebrated by the Embassy of Italy in Cyprus

from 14th to 20th December but the

program has been of course affected by

the measures in force to compat COVID 19.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

contributed to “The Week of Italian Cuisine

in the World” with a special promotion

offered to the members to let people to find

out more about the excellency of Made in

Italy.

The Cyprus' Cuisine. A Mediterranean Unmissable

We cannot talk about Cyprus without

mentioning the Cypriot cuisine. As with Italy

and most Mediterranean countries, food

plays an important role and is to be

enjoyed at a leisurely pace with friends

and family.

Cypriot cuisine bears a distinct

resemblance to Greek cooking but also

had Turkish and Lebanese influences.

«Meze plates» served almost everywhere

on the island are the best way to try couple

dozens of different dishes during one

dinner. Meze is a meal of small plates

similar to tapas, which can consist of up to

30 dishes.

Kleftiko is a famous Cypriot dish which is

usually made from a lamb’s legs. The name

of the dish can be translated from Greek as

«stolen meat». As the legend has it, once

shepherds decided to steal and eat a goat

from the herd. They hid it in the hole and

made a fire above this hole. The meat that

had been cooked in the ground turned out

to taste so good, that this way of preparing

soon became well-known, and the dish got

its name — kleftiko.

Souvla is another popular meat dish which

looks very much like Russian shashlik.

The difference is simple: before cooking

souvla you do not have to do anything with

lamb or pork (just cut meat into big portions,

salt and roast on the open fire for an hour

and a half), while the meat for shashlik

needs to be marinated first.Apart from

meat, Cypriot cuisine features also lots of

fresh fish, beans, pulses and vegetables

flavoured with lemon, fresh herbs and

spices.

Cyprus is also one of the world's oldest

grape-growing and winemaking regions,

with its fruits of the grape ranging from

delicate whites and full-bodied reds to the

rich sweet amber-coloured dessert nectar

known as Commandaria. It is one of the

oldest wines in the world, representing an

ancient wine style documented in Cyprus

back to 800 BC and has the distinction of

being the world's oldest name wine still in

production, with the name of

Commandaria dating back to the crusades

in the 12th Century.

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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Cyprus Economic Indicators

Source: Statistical Service of the Republic of Cyprus.

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Cyprus

expanded 9.40% in the third quarter of 2020 over

the previous quarter. Services including tourism,

financial services, and real estate are considered

as the backbone of the Cyprus economy,

accounting for nearly 80% of GDP. On the

expenditure side, household consumption is the

main component of GDP and accounts for 70% of

its total use, followed by government expenditure

(16%) and gross fixed capital formation (11%).

Exports of goods and services account for 55% of

GDP while imports account for 53%, adding 2% of

total GDP. Cyprus' gross domestic product shrank

4.4% from a year earlier in the third quarter of

2020, easing from a historic 12.3%slump in the

previous period, amid loosening coronavirus

restrictions. The negative GDP growth rate was

mainly attributed to sectors that were hit hardest

by the pandemic such as hotels and restaurants,

manufacturing, transport, storage &

communication, wholesale & retail trade, arts,

entertainment & recreation, and other service

activities.

Pandemic wreaks havoc 

with investment

Half of Cyprus businesses

(51%) are planning to invest

less due to the pandemic

with investment in Q2 2020,

34% below pre-COVID-19

levels, according to the

annual European Investment

Bank’s Investment Survey

(EIBIS).

Source: Eurostat

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/



